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Documentary

Dr. Jeff Rocky Mountain Vet, Series 4, 5, 6, 7 & Specials Double Act TV Animal Planet
7 x 60 min Documentary
Dr Jeff, an unconventional vet, and his staff treat a wide variety of animals in his Denver practice.

Gold Rush: Dave Turin’s Lost Mines Raw TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Gold miner Dave Turin, previously featured in Gold Rush, visits 8 disused gold mines around the Western United
States and decides which mine to get up and running to turn it into a profitable, working mine.

Welcome to HMP Belmarsh with Ross Kemp Multistory Media ITV
60 min Documentary
Ross Kemp goes inside the walls of HMP Belmarsh, the country's most notorious maximum security jail, that has housed
the country's most dangerous and infamous convicts.

Valley of the Damned October Films Investigation
2 x 60 min Documentary Discovery
This series examines a collection of deceitful murders all taking place in the beautiful, yet desolate, mountain region
known as ‘Prison Valley’ in the Colorado Rockies - home to a cast of intriguing characters who all have secrets, and
nobody can be trusted.

Gold Rush: Parkers Trail Raw TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Having tackled the rugged and dangerous trails of the Klondike and the hostile jungles of Guyana, Parker Schnabel
is ready to take his hunt for gold to the next level, in Papua New Guinea.

Homestead Rescue Raw TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Struggling homesteaders across the US are turning to expert homesteader Marty Raney – along with his daughter
Misty Raney, a farmer, and son Matt Raney, a hunter and fisherman – to teach them the necessary skills to survive
the wilderness.

Iraq: Into the Danger Zone October Films BBC2
60 min Documentary
In 2003, as a young soldier in the Royal Engineers, Adnan Sarwar was part of the British forces occupying southern
Iraq. Now a journalist and writer he returns, 15 years after the invasion.
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SAS: Who Dares Wins Minnow Films Channel 4
60 min Factual Entertainment
Ex-Special Forces soldiers put recruits through a recreation of the SAS selection process.

The Wild Frontier: Russia to Iran October Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Levison Wood undertakes a 2600-mile trek across the mighty Caucasus mountains

Mission Galapagos Atlantic Productions BBC1
60 min Documentary
Presented by Liz Bonnin, this follows a team of international scientists embarking upon a journey of discovery
across the islands of the Galapagos, aboard the Alucia – a state of the art high-tech research vessel.

Lawless Oceans Wall to Wall National
60 min Documentary Geographic
Karsten von Hoesslin investigates a murder at sea and reveals the shocking extent of maritime crime from drugs to
piracy.

M25 : Britain’s Busiest Motorway The Garden Productions ITV1
60 min Documentary
Prime time series capturing the experiences of drivers on the M25.

The Secret Life of Puppies Brook Lapping Channel 5
60 min Factual
This series explores how we live with animal friends, care for them and rely on them to protect and defend, as well
as comfort us in our time of need. The series also takes a look at the individual personalities of our beloved pets,
including the way in which they communicate and how they cope with domestication.

Secret Life of Dogs Oxford Scientific Films ITV
60 min Documentary
This series follows the development of Labrador puppies, from birth through to their own pregnancy, including
training to be a Guide Dog for the Blind and also hears personal accounts of dogs that have saved lives, rebuilt
marriages and detected diseases.

Special Forces: Ultimate Hell Week The Garden Productions BBC
Documentary, International Reversions
An ultimate endurance challenge as some of the UK's fittest men and women are pushed beyond their mental and
physical limits by battle-hardened veterans from the world's toughest special forces.
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Trailblazers October Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
Three elite survivalists as they lead separate teams of scientists through some of the most dangerous regions of the
world in the search for clues and discoveries that could lead to scientific breakthroughs.

Walking the Himalayas October Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Explorer Levison Wood sets out to walk the length of the world's highest mountain range, from Afghanistan to
Bhutan.

Mygrations October Films National
6 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
Series following a ‘herd’ of 20 elite men and women attempting to complete the world’s most famous animal
migration across Africa. Working across all episodes for this series.

David Attenborough’s Conquest of the Skies 3D Colossus Productions Sky 3D
3 x 60 min Documentary Sky Atlantic
David Attenborough travels through time to unravel the astonishing 300-million-year story of how flying animals
first appeared and then evolved into the huge variety of aeronauts that fill our skies today.

David Attenborough’s Natural History Museum Alive 3D Colossus Productions Sky 3D
90 min Documentary Sky Atlantic
Attenborough takes us on a journey through the world-famous Natural History Museum in London, revealing it as
it’s never been seen before, meeting the extinct creatures that fascinate him the most, as they magically come alive
in front of his eyes.

Flying Monsters with David Attenborough Atlantic Productions Sky
50 min Documentary, International Reversions
Sir David Attenborough sets out to uncover the truth about the enigmatic pterosaurs, whose wingspans of up to 40
feet were equal to that of a modern day jet plane.
WINNER: BAFTA Award for Specialist Factual

The Penguin King with David Attenborough Atlantic Productions Sky
50 min Documentary, International Reversions
This is the journey of a typical King Penguin from awkward adolescent to adult.

David Attenborough’s Great Barrier Reef Atlantic Productions BBC
3 x 60 min Documentary
David climbs aboard the Alucia, a 56-metre research and exploration vessel allowing him to take to the seas and the
skies to give a perspective on the Great Barrier Reef that has never been seen before.
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Inside the Commons Colossus Productions BBC2
4 x 60 min Documentary, Assistant and Online Editor
Travelling deep inside the corridors of the Palace of Westminster this series reveals what really went on behind the
scenes during a remarkable year in politics, in the run up to one of the most unpredictable general elections ever.

Unearthing Ancient Secrets, Series 3 Atlantic Productions National
6 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
In this series, leading experts from around the world apply modern forensic techniques to re-examine the myths
and mysteries that have fascinated us for centuries.

Galapagos 3D with David Attenborough Colossus Productions Sky 3D
3 x 60 min Documentary Sky Atlantic
This series takes viewers on a voyage to understand the stunning archipelago which changed the way we see the
world.

Micro Monsters 3D with David Attenborough Colossus Productions Sky 3D
6 x 30 min Documentary Sky Atlantic
David Attenborough uses the latest 3D technology to bring to life the extreme and deadly unseen world of bugs.

David Attenborough’s Rise of Animals: Triumph of the Vertebrates Atlantic Productions BBC2
2 x 60 min Documentary
David Attenborough embarks on an epic 500-million-year journey to unravel the incredible rise of the vertebrates
presenting explosive new fossil evidence from China.

Kingdom of Plants 3D with David Attenborough Atlantic Productions Sky 3D
3 x 60 min Documentary Sky Atlantic
David discovers a microscopic world that’s invisible to the naked eye meeting the extraordinary animals and fungi
that have unbreakable ties with the plant world.

Time Scanners Atlantic Productions National
6 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
A team of scientists and historians led by Steve Burrows unlock the secrets of the world’s most iconic engineering
feats using cutting-edge, 3D laser scanning technology.

Short Films and Promos

Behind the Scenes with Terry Gilliam at the Opera Atlantic Productions Cinema Release
Featurette for English National Opera shown in 500 cinemas around Europe.
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David Attenborough in the Digital Age Atlantic Productions
Promo
Promo for 60 min TV special.

Rise of Animals with David Attenborough Atlantic Productions
Promo
Promo for 40 min IMAX Film.
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